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Introduction: Perhaps one of the single best ways to build total body strength and posterior chain strength, the 

deadlift exercise has many variations including straight leg, Romanian, American, trap-bar, sumo, and single-leg versions.   

For today, we will focus on the 2-leg barbell deadlift. We will also review: 

1. The resistance band deadlift (w/ band under the feet; with and without a bar). 
2. The kettlebell / dumbbell deadlift 

So, what is a deadlift? 

The deadlift is a hip-hinge based, hip-centric exercise that is among the best for increasing total-body (integrated) 
strength and posterior chain strength. If you desire a stronger more integrated functionally resilient body, it should be 
part of your program.   

In today’s Clinic: we will focus on the safest and most productive ways to perform a 2-leg deadlift, progressing from 
simply learning and grooving the basic hip-hinge pattern, to advancing the exercise with load, as well as other variations 
and progressions.  

 

Philosophy  

Two critical truths: 1. Strength is a skill!  2. Mobility comes before strength. 

To perform a deadlift safely and effectively requires a high degree of skill. 

Because strength is a skill and the deadlift requires a high degree of skill to perform well, you must commit to daily 
practice and mastery of the fundamental skills inherent in the movement, before adding load.  

Take whatever time is required to master the most basic pattern first. Nothing worth doing well is developed overnight. 
Enjoy the learning process.  

“Practice doesn’t make perfect. Only perfect practice makes perfect.”  - Vince Lombardi 

Important Technique and Skill Cues 

 Low back & spine remain in neutral throughout, especially as the torso drops forward as the hips move back.  

 Do not allow the shoulders or the spine to round. 

 Hips move horizontally BACKward, not down. Repeat: they move horizontally, not vertically. 

 Shins/legs remain vertical; shoulders remain packed.  

 Feet should be about hip-width apart, and pointed straight ahead OR slightly turned out. 

 Train the movement, not a muscle or group of muscles. 

 Narrow feet/wide hands: Grip on the bar should be slightly wider than the hips (wider than stance). 
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Important Terms  

 Hip-hinge: this “hip-centric” pattern involves full engagement of the entire hip girdle including and especially 

the glutes and hamstrings. Typically under-utilized in a training environment in favor of more “leg-centric” 

patterns, it is extremely valuable for healthy development of speed and athleticism in athletes. 

o Keys:  

 Hips / glutes move horizontally, NOT vertically. Keep hips high! 

 Hamstrings engaged: If you don’t feel them tighten and remain tight, you’re dropping your hips. 

 Grip: a variety of grips may be used on the bar. Double overhand, over/under mixed, and hook grip. It is your 

choice which grip you use. 

 Hang position: this position has the barbell (or KB) at slightly below knee height, butt back and hamstrings 

engaged, and is considered a position of transition between lifting the bar off of the floor (phase 1) and finishing 

the hip extension portion of the movement (phase 2). This is also the position that might be considered the 

lower position of the bar during the American deadlift (done from a rack).  

 

The Hip Hinge Pattern: Drills 

 Touch the wall drill (w/ stick) 
   

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

     Start position                                                                                                         Finish Position 

Also:  “Face The Wall” Drill with hand slide  
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Important Safety Tips 

 Safety first. Always and forever. Smart, safe, intelligent, systematic, safe progression is your smartest approach. 

o Care for your hands. 

o Care for your low back. 

 Pattern the hip-hinge with zero load, progressing to lighter loads FIRST before progressing to heavier loads.  

 Reduce your risk of injury: To do so, stop short of complete exhaustion by ending a set once rep speed slows 

down. 

 Note: resistance band variations allow a safe progressive way to train the movement with lower overall risk of 

injury. 

 

Learning and Practice: With the barbell 

There are two phases (parts) to the barbell deadlift.  

Important: While understanding and practicing these phases can be helpful in learning to perform a safe and 

effective deadlift, the two phases should be thought of, and executed, as one seamless movement without 

pause or delay.   

 

Phase 1: Setting up the movement, and then pulling the bar off of the floor to the “hang” position, just 

below the knee.  

Phase 2: Extending the hip and finishing the movement from the point where the bar reaches a point just 

below the knee. 
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Phase 1: Getting the bar off of the floor; prepare to lift (start position)   

 Neutral pelvis, e.g. natural curve of the low back 
 Hips high, BUT not too high (protect YOUR back). Hamstrings engaged.  
 Chest high; shoulders down & back (shoulders packed) 
 Think of “prying” the bar off of the floor, don’t jerk or yank it! 
 Push the ground away from you, pressing your feet into the floor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appropriate start position                 Hips too low                           Poor posture; shoulders not packed 

Phase 2: Finishing the lift; hang to full extension of the hip (finish position)   

 Maintain hip alignment; neutral pelvis, e.g. natural curve of the low back 
 Maintain shoulder pack 
 Feel hamstring engagement  
 Chest is high, keep gaze forward 
 Complete FULL extension (squeeze your butt!) at the top/finish of the movement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hang position (midpoint)                                                             Finish (squeeze!) 
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Deadlift Variations:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Resistance Band                               Resistance Band w/Bar                     Kettlebell OR Dumbbell 

 

Notes:  


